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(f) Providing and using contributor lists for purposes other than the routine collection and forwarding of contributions and allotments, and as allowed under §950.601.

(g) Using as a factor in a supervisor's performance appraisal the results of the solicitation in the supervisor's unit or organization.

§ 950.109 Avoidance of conflict of interest.

Any Federal employee who serves on the LFCC, on the eligibility committee, or as a Federal agency fundraising program coordinator, must not serve in any official capacity in any organization that serves as the PCFO of the local CFC, or participate in any decisions where, because of membership on the board or other affiliation with a charitable organization, there could be or appear to be a conflict of interest under any statute, regulation, Executive order, or applicable agency standards of conduct. Under no circumstances may an LFCC member affiliated with an organization applying for inclusion on the local list, participate in the eligibility determinations.

§ 950.110 Prohibited discrimination.

Discrimination for or against any individual or group on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap, or political affiliation is prohibited in all aspects of the management and the execution of the CFC. Nothing herein denies eligibility to any organization, which is otherwise eligible under this part to participate in the CFC, merely because such organization is organized by, on behalf of, or to serve persons of a particular race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, or handicap.

Subpart B—Eligibility Provisions

§ 950.201 National/international eligibility.

(a) The Director shall annually:

(1) Determine the timetable and other procedures regarding application for inclusion in the National/International and International parts of the Charity List.

(2) Determine which organizations among those that apply qualify to be included in the National/International and International parts of the Charity List.

(3) Provide these parts of the Charity List of qualified organizations to all local campaigns. In order to determine whether an organization may participate in the campaign, the Director may request evidence of corrective action regarding any prior violation of regulation or directive, sanction, or penalty, as appropriate. The Director retains the ultimate authority to decide whether the organization has demonstrated, to the Director's satisfaction, that the organization has taken appropriate corrective action. Failure to demonstrate satisfactory corrective action or to respond to the Director's request for information within 10 business days of the date of the request may result in a determination that the organization will not be included in the Charity List.

(b) The National/International and International parts of the Charity List shall be included in the Charity List in accordance with these regulations. The Charity List will include each organization's CFC code and other information as determined by OPM. These CFC codes must be verbatim reproduced in the Charity List.

(c) An organization on the National/International or International parts of the Charity List may elect to be removed from the applicable part of the Charity List and have its local affiliate or subunit listed on the Local part of the Charity List of organizations in its stead. For the local affiliate or subunit to be listed in lieu of the organization on the National/International or International parts, the following procedures must be followed:

(1) The organization must send a letter to the local affiliate or subunit in that particular geographic CFC, waiving its listing on the National/International or International part of the Charity List so that its eligible local affiliate or subunit listed in the Local part of the Charity List in that geographic CFC will appear as that organization's sole listing in the Charity List.

(2) The local affiliate or subunit will include in its application to the LFCC